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Guha's wonderful ability to collect and select material from a large number of original 
documents and sources has enabled him to let voices from the past speak, and to make us listen. 
The period covered is under-archived and therefore a first shot at putting it together is a valuable 
labour of love. 

Although the book is huge my comments will be brief: I will start with his assessment of 
political personalities; the organizing factor or idea of India used , make a brief excursion to 
understand what the historian sees himself as doing, before coming back to that idea of India. 

The book has entertaining and sometimes acerbic anecdotes. For example he tells us 
that a vain Mountbatten had official histories written depicting himself as holding the peace amidst 
squabbling schoolchildren. Guha has his heroes, but on the whole the assessment is balanced. 
Nehru justly comes out as heroic. He admires the systems and institutions Nehru set up, his 
belief in democracy, his large-hearted secular stance. He even admires Nehru as a historian
pointing to his perceptive observation on the escalation of tension between China and India that it 
was the first time two new nations faced each other with no intermediary. But he also brings out 
Nehru's errors such as over China and records the compromises and decay of the later years . 
Although Nehru turned the country towards socialism and built large public sector enterprises 
giving the government heights it was unable to command effectively, the IITs he set up have 
helped the country today. The fault is more his daughter's for not reversing the stance in the face 
of obvious failures, when much of the developing world was doing so. 

The even assessment is there for other leaders also-Indira Gandhi may not have 
respected institutions but she was decisive: Rajeev Gandhi may have damaged his secular 
credentials with the Shah Sano case, but he started valuable economic reforms. 

As a good writer Guha knows the value of drama. His organizing factor is drawn from 
Khilnani 's (1997) analysis of why the Indian experiment with democracy is unique, in his book 
"Ideas of India". The point counter-point Guha keeps returning to is the survival doubts for the 
fledging democracy first from foreigners and then our own doubts (although today the world 
seems to be celebrating India). He brings out our achievements we underestimate; sheer 
survival; the absorption of the princely states to create the India of today; adult franchise and the 
gamble of the first elections given the largely illiterate and "unwashed masses" (as a foreign 
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commentator noted) who voted. In ancient Athens where democracy began, Aristotle feared 
giving the vote to farmers and artisans since would bring in what he called their "base concerns". 

We are reminded of many forgotten but interesting facts from our recent past. The 
diversity of groups and demands led to numerous agitations- the democracy was vociferous 
about rights from the beginning. Some of the problems we worry about today had a long genesis. 
Nehru was already decrying the decay in the quality of bureaucrats and observing that Indian 
politicians would take any position to combine, regardless of its merit. But bureaucrats handled 
the first elections well - they could perform if given a clear task then as today. 

The value of the Gandhi-Nehru brand of secularism is brought out as an opposite 
reaction to the formation of a Pakistan based on rel igion; the other reaction was that of the Hindu 
right to what they saw as an unrequited pampering of minorities. But the secular State's 
distancing from the majority religion, even while it cosseted minorities, which Guha supports, had 
the unfortunate consequence of muting the public voice of the dominant tolerant, inclusive stream 
of Hinduism. 

The leaders wanted to take a larger, and large-hearted , stand against parochial local 
desires. Even so, some local, even parochial demands, that the leaders initially resisted, had a 
wisdom-e.g. allowing local languages, and language-based States, contributed to the survival of 
the nation , unlike Sri Lanka, where the imposition of one language helped give birth to the Tamil 
Tigers, or Pakistan, whose eastern arm became Bangladesh-named after the language it was 
denied. 

Guha's position seems to be that history as the past is inviolate. That is the reason he 
moves to "historically informed journalism" and takes up four issues in order to record events of 
the last couple of decades . . But as he himself points out, events are a thicket, one has to be 
selective-implying events cannot be seen independent of the viewer. He seems to hold Ranke's 
1830s influential view that a historian's role is "simply to show how it really was (Carr 1961 :8)" for 
the past and Carr's opposite view that facts of history are simply what the historian has selected , 
for the more recent past. But he admits being selective throughout, although more for the recent 
period. 

Yet he criticized Sen (2005) for selectivity, suggesting that not being a qualified historian, 
he had misused history by picking out practices in the past that he wanted to see today. Sen 
wrote in a rejoinder to Guha's (2005) review of Sen's Argumentative Indian that Guha attributes to 
Sen the BJP-like position that "the distant past must guide how one acts in the present (Sen 
2006: 4877)"; to defend such a position it is necessary to present a full picture of the past. But 
Sen's position correctly is to use the past together with critical reason according to our current 
position or priorities; so pointing out that a practice existed in the past may make it easier to adopt 
it today, but many other factors affect the outcome and its desirability. 

Guha in discussing India, as Sen was doing in Argumentative Indian, is selective, yet 
rarely uses critical reason , preferring, on the whole to say what happened not why it happened. 
Therefore it is doubly important that he avoids biases by reporting different viewpoints. 

Guha sees India now as a populist not a constitutional democracy, but thinks the 
founding fathers set in sufficient systems over a long enough period for democracy to survive, 
despite the 70 odd amendments made to the Constitution in the post independence period. 
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He records the growing populism, pointing out that the DMK was the first to give direct 
sops to backward castes in the late 60s, and how quickly the infection spread-Mrs. · Gandhi's 
1971 slogan of garibi hatao; major price increases for farmers in the late 1970s after the Janata 
Government, which was dominated by Other Backward Caste farmers came to power. Needless 
to say, a large fraction of the handouts went into the pockets of various functionaries. Guha writes 
politicians now no longer live for politics but live off it. 

Politicians began pandering to "vote banks", as the Congress lost its dominance and local 
parties came up. The term "vote banks" and the argument that elections were increasing the 
importance of caste came from MN Srinivas (1962). It has shaped how we think of the election 
process. Politicians and the public are influenced by academic ideas; therefore academics have a 
responsibility not to be caught in past habits of thought and to be sensitive to change. Guha does 
not refer at all to Dipankar Gupta's body of work (see, e.g. Gupta, 2000) that shows that many 
considerations apart from caste influence electoral outcomes, and castes themselves are 
dynamic and changing. While some local identities acquire new life in a global world, others 
become fluid , with migration, urbanization and changing job profiles. Multiple identities of the 
modern world prevent anyone being specially privileged. 

Guha pits populists versus reformers in his description of economic reforms, but neglects 
to make the crucial distinction between long versus short- term populism. He neglects to ask why 
the latter was chosen over the former. Why was the provision of better education and health 
services not followed as populism? He neglects the influence of economic stagnation, and the 
effect of a closed economy on choices made. Being suspicious, divisive, local may not be the 
only way to win elections. As growing economic opportunity gives the electorate more to gain 
from them, the delivery of public services is becoming crucial. 

To the extent controls were responsible for corruption and dysfunctional systems, 
incentives can improve, but institutional change is required and institutions are sticky. Special but 
effective programs will continue to be required for the disadvantaged. 

Guha quotes an old teacher of his as saying that Indians are a nation of grievance 
collectors. In describing the economic reforms his bibliography does not have a single reference 
to a business newspaper-this is a serious neglect of the vibrant, confident voice of India
unfortunately grievance collectors dominate his references. Focusing too much on one view of 
the past means discounting the possibility that the future may be different. He ends by saying 
India will survive, but thinks there are too many impediments for it to really thrive. 

The large national dailies form a large percentage of Guha's sources; he notes that 
India's history is daily worked out in its newspapers. But regional and local language sources are 
all neglected. Therefore "a history" may have been more appropriate in the title . 

Finally, the book will be remembered by how much it contributes to and shapes our ideas 
of India. 

India needs a larger view today. Important questions the book raises are: will prosperity 
alone be able to induce this or is a Nehru required again? Can processes, people and institutions 
reach a level of maturity making them less dependent on leaders? 
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